FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
New Vuze® Table Location System from HME Wireless Improves Efficiency
and Flow Management for Fast Casual Restaurants
Now food is delivered faster and fresher
Atlanta, GA — January 19, 2015 — Fast casual restaurants often use table location
systems to ensure food carriers deliver meals to the right tables in a timely manner.
HME Wireless® made this process faster and simpler with the introduction of Vuze ® –
the table location system that helps restaurants reduce congestion and deliver food
faster and fresher.
“Fast casual restaurant patrons often wait around the order counter, which causes
congestion and disrupts service,” said Russ Ford, Vice President of HME Wireless.
“With the Vuze Table Location System, guests can sit down and relax without worrying
about missing their order. When their meal is ready, food carriers know exactly where to
go – without having to hunt for table numbers or call out guest names.”
Using active radio frequency identification (RFID) for cleaner, faster transmission of
data, Vuze gives restaurants the option of tracking customers by zone as well as by
individual tables. This innovative feature makes it easier to train new employees, and
enables food carriers to multitask when delivering food orders because they’re not
locked in to finding a specific table number.
Other Vuze benefits include:






Fast setup and simple operation
Easy integration with most kitchen display systems
One-touch notification to guests when orders are on the way
Water resistant tags to prevent damage from drink spills
Rechargeable, long-life batteries to eliminate downtime

“HME Wireless designs products that help restaurants improve operations, provide
better customer service, and increase profitability,” adds Ford. “When food runners no
longer have to hunt for tables, they can work faster and more efficiently while guests
enjoy a calmer, more satisfying dining experience.”
For more information on the new Vuze® Table Location System, visit
www.hmewireless.com or call 1-866-661-4202.

About HME Wireless, Inc.
A wireless paging systems industry leader, HME Wireless offers a complete line of
reliable onsite messaging solutions to improve efficiency and customer service for the
following industries: restaurant, healthcare, church nursery, pharmacy, retail, trucking,
auto, spa, casinos and many more. With cutting-edge technology, HME Wireless’
paging systems have benefited businesses in their respective industries by providing
messaging solutions that simplify communication, are user friendly, and promote
efficiency. HME Wireless is a subsidiary of HM Electronics, Inc.
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